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“ “
my hope, 

is that as you grow and 
develop...your hearts will 

never become hardened...with 
anything but peace and love.

joan Kroc
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This guide is designed to help you effectively communicate with your members, 

potential members, and Kroc advocates on social media while remaining in the light 

of our mission and core values. As culture evolves with social media, this guide will 

also evolve and may be updated by the Territory Headquarters Kroc Department to 

adhere to the most current experience in social media.

Many social media platforms are available now. It is impossible for Kroc Centers to 

be associated with them all, nor is it beneficial. An important aspect of social media 

is the ability to reach beyond our immediate connections. In this guid there are best 

practices to: 

• Help create and maintain a positive impact 

• Build and enhance relationships with both members and the public

• Celebrate success

• Garner support for our mission

• Influence and encourage our communities 

Formulating strategic goals, targeting specific audiences, understanding the “what 

and why” we are communicating, and sculpting an effective message are all effective 

steps in creating a positive impact.
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It is important for one person or team to manage the content on your social media 

accounts. 

We all like to scroll and watch entertaining videos. Dedicated strategy and planning 

ensure those videos are seen. Branding, tone, timing, and advertising are just a few 

focus points that play a large part in getting content to followers and potential followers. 

Having a designated person to own this work is key to seeing results. 

With strategy and planning, this person/team will have a clear understanding of how to 

approach each social platform with a consistent voice and will know how to segment 

and target followers so that they are viewing relevant content. Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, and other outlets have different strengths, audiences, and approaches to 

viewership. With algorithms changing often, these platforms are trying to work in our 

favor (and the viewers’ favor) to ensure content is relevant. An experienced team, with 

a strategy, can help us avoid missed opportunites given that non-strategic time spent 

can work against our goals.

A great practice for Kroc Centers is for the designated marketing 
person/team and the program staff to work together. Ongoing 
communication and sharing of information and enlightening stories 
is highly encouraged and contributes to achieving desired results. 

DESIGNATE 
A LEADER
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By now it is likely that Kroc Centers 

have a great understanding of a target 

audience; however as our centers 

and communities continue to flourish 

and evolve, so does our audience. 

Monitoring audience information is 

critical in evaluating how we best 

communicate.

Learn everything you can about your 

audience. Demographics, geographic 

location, interests, how often and what 

time of day they are engaging with 

your site, conversion rates, and how 

they were referred to your site by an 

outside source are just a few examples 

of important information. Segment that 

data to gain relevant information.

Continually track your audience 

using the data acquired through the 

platform’s insights and analytics. 

Being aware of growth and 
engagement encourages 
conversions.

keep profiles up-to-date with 
keywords to help put your 
page in front of those who are 
most interested.

KNOW
YOUR AUDIENCE
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It is important to implement a social media content strategy with measurable goals. 

For example, saying “We want to raise awareness about volunteer opportunities” 

could be too broad. Try setting a S.M.A.R.T. goal of “reaching five new volunteers 

through an engaging Facebook post by the end of the month”. Setting a S.M.A.R.T. 

goal can help you measure your successes and challenges learned in the process. 

 » CREATE A CONTENT BANK AND SCHEDULE

 » PUSH CONSISTENCY OVER FREQUENCY. QUALITY OVER QUANTITY 

 » IDENTIFY HASHTAGS AND INDUSTRY KEYWORDS

 » ESTABLISH CLEAR GOALS

 » USE ENGAGING IMAGERY

 » COLLECT WORTHWHILE INFORMATION

Do not post to fill a void – irrelevant content can lose 
followers. don’t wait too long without creating content. 
Finding a balance is tricky but achievable. 

STRATEGY & 
PLANNING
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Create a plan and stick to it.
The likelihood of your content organically (without a paid push) reaching a 

relevant newsfeed has drastically reduced due to social media algorithms. 

People have to come to you and the best way to attract people is by giving 

them clear, consistent messaging and interesting content.

Set your strategy.
Ask yourself: What goals do we want to achieve through social media?

Quality over quantity.
What’s worse than never posting on social media? Posting something trivial. 

relevant and timely = value and engagement.

engage with customers.
People on social media still use it for its core, original purpose–

communication. Highlight your best customers and reply to any questions 

that arise.

Know Your Social Data.
Facebook analytics are the meat and bones of your marketing strategy. 

Track your campaigns and make small adjustments.

{ }
Consistency 
over frequency

quality over 
Quantity
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Passionate. Compassionate.
Uplifting. Brave. Trustworthy.
These characteristics and core values 

must be the cornerstone of all content 

within our social media postings. We are 

happy, family-friendly, community-building, 

innovative facilities. Our content should 

reflect the same!

Post happy & fun content 
Viewers want entertaining, interesting, and 

easy to digest content. 

 » GIFS; SHORT VIDEOS OF REAL 

FOOTAGE

 » INFOGRAPHICS

 » 360 PHOTOS

 » EMOJIS HUMANIZE OUR BRAND 

Keep posts short & sweet 

 » 250 CHARACTERS OR LESS

 » CREATE A POSITIVE ONLINE 

PRESENCE AND RELATIONSHIP 

WITH FOLLOWERS

 » RESPOND IN A TIMELY MANNER

 » TAG COMMUNITY PARTNERS & 

JOIN OTHER CONVERSATIONS TO 

INCREASE REACH

LET’S HELP, NOT SELL! 
Reduce sales content and increase content 

cultivating conversation. Repost quality, 

relevant, and appropriate content from 

community partners. Ask people to share 

content that speaks to them. This act of 

viewers sharing helps increase organic 

traffic and chances for others to see the 

same content.

PERSONALITY
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Eye-catching Images
 »  Clear, colorful, bright, energetic

 »  Use interesting angles

 »  Experiment

hashtags
 » Create original, simple hashtags that align with our Core 
Values and encourage conversation

 » Receive higher engagement, reach outside the normal circle

 » Filter your post by topic and provide a richer experience

 » Look at your competition

Create short videos
 » Video tutorials or sneak peeks of new offerings

 » Go live on facebook and instagram

GET CREATIVE
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All social platforms have advertising options. Take notice of 
which platforms work best organically (without a paid push). 
Areas that are best received by your fans are a great place to 
start. 

Facebook and Instagram ads  
Raising awareness, increasing engagement, and offering 
detailed targeting are great goals for starting ad campaigns

Photo | Video | Carousel | Collection

As with all social best practices, advertise with a purpose:

 » Know your business objective and target audience

 » Let organic posts drive your ads

 » Pay for what matters

 » Design with mobile in mind

 » Test ads, measure results, and adjust accordingly

ADVERTISING
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 » A “Page” offers all general information with strategically 
planned content, while “Groups” address specific 
interests and target super fans.

 » Create a community space where other Kroc fans can 
share stories and information. Facilitate the engagement 
and the segmented platform, and let the fans drive the 
content.

 » Options for Groups: 

PUBLIC  - open for anyone to search and join

CLOSED – open for anyone to search but must request 
to join

SECRET – invite only, not searchable

FACEBOOK 
GROUPS
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 » Gone in 24 hours - perfect for quick content not necessary as 
a long-lasting post

 » Show “how-to’s” or other educational information

 » Take advantage of announcing other campaigns

 » Be visual and creative, have fun, use humor and experiment

 » Use the live video feature for going live around the Kroc

 » Helpful for multiple staff members to participate

 » Save quality, high performing content in your highlights so it 
has a longer shelf life and followers can revisit often - or 
segment into an official post or paid ad material

 » Sync with Facebook for easy sharing across platforms

 » Show “A Day in the Life” of your Kroc Center: let a department 
take the social media lead for the day. Include different 
portions of the hour-by-hour at the Kroc Center for their 
department 

INSTAGRAM 
STORIES
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Increase engagement and traffic on your social media page by 
creating content that is relevant to your audience and compels 
people to share it. Make people stop in their tracks! 

 » Simple, short messages

 » Include target keywords and obvious calls to action

 » Stunning imagery that speaks to your audience

 » Engage with partners, donors, members, influencers - ask 
partners to share your content in exchange

 » Provide value in unexpected ways

 » Inspire your community to take action

CREATE SHAREABLE 
CONTENT
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A few qualities of content people like to share:

UPLIFTING – Remember our Core Values. Studies have shown 
that content that embraces positive emotions are more likely to 
be shared than content that can bring people down or feel pity. 

GIVE AN INCENTIVE FOR SHARING – If someone feels 
they have something to gain by sharing your content they are 
more likely to do so. Acknowledge your fans that engage with 
your content and reward them for helping to spread your word.
•discounts/special offers  •free prizes  •include their pictures

HELP USERS CONNECT – Studies show that people share 
content dear to them in order to connect with their peers on 
social media.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING – Create content that is up-to-
date on design trends and easy on the eye to help encourage 
engagement.

CREATE SHAREABLE 
CONTENT
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 » Sync IG Stories to FB to reduce work and increase 
viewership

 » Consider increasing your social advertising budget 
and decreasing print/external advertising budget

 » Test high quality ads as organic posts first, then 
repurpose the high performing content into ads – 
compare results, set new goals. 

 » Facebook and Instagram have analytics built into the 
platforms

 » Get website traffic by using custom links in bio

 » Go “behind the scenes”

 » Find other helpful resources at  
https://www.krocsouth.org/marketing-resources/

 » Short and sweet – people don’t like to read much as 
they are scrolling

 » Have some personality and feel real. Reduce the 
marketing “campaigny” feel and engage in the 
conversation

 » Include an interesting visual

 » Go live with Facebook and Instagram! 
• Broadcast live right from a device  
• Engage with followers    • Instantly connect

 » Instagram Q&A or survey story sessions 
  • Ask your audience questions they will have    
    fun answering

 » Show your members love and thank them frequently

MORE TIPS
For more marketing resources visit KrocSouth.org.
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